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Welcome to Star Wars Fanon. This Star Wars Fanon Wiki is home to the singular, unified Star Wars Fanon
universe that absolutely anyone can help create; even you! To get started, just make a page and submit it for
review. Together we can build an even bigger galaxy far far away. Help us Star Wars fans; you're our only
hope! Featured Article Decap " Decap is an alcoholic beverage. It is made ...
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Creatures that are members of the Ungulate group.
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This category has all the male OCs on the wiki.
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For mammals that either just stand, stand and hop, or stand, walk, and run on two legs.
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Primates, also known as simians, were an order of mammals that exhibited the characteristics of apes or
monkeys, such as fur, fingers, and opposable thumbs. Because of their similarity to Humans, which were
primates themselves, those species were often referred to as humanoids, though it...
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This category is for rodents. ... Retrieved from
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Legend of the Mer-Mammals is a story by PrinceBalto. Nick and Judy are in love mer-mammals exploring
their ocean realm. Premise Edit. A few years ago, I did a role play about anthropomorphic mammals who
were mer-mammals and had fish tails but the upper bodies of anthro mammals.
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